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Item Issue Raised by Details Response Action

Dean: We have doubled the technical budget to £55000 which 

is managed by Steve Meadows, the Technical Manager. This 

allows him to being more technicians and lead academics and 

also help him react quickly to suggestions and start 

developing the college. We want to make it more efficient and 

maximise what we can do for students. 

Dean: Over the summer we spent £80000 improving metal 

workshop. 

Dean: We are upgrading the costume studios. We have 

improved the sound proofing. The next phase is to make two 

wood workshops in to one in order to make it better. 

Reps: We enjoy the weekly meet ups on Mondays which is 

more sociable and an opportunity for us to promote ourselves. 

Reps: The Halloween party last week was good. 

Reps: The Buddy system is great. It breaks the ice and made 

me feel comfortable.

MA Painting

Rep: Our department has expanded its resources this year. 

The workshop is good, contribution from the tutor is great 

along with the off-site gallery in Wimbledon Arts studios. Also 

having a dedicated resident artist in the studio is brilliant. 

Rep: Help with dissertation has been great. 
Dean: This was brought up last year and am glad this 

has worked out. 

Rep: We are happy with the new studios and it has an 

amazing view. 

Finance Fee Breakdown
Print & Time-

Based Media

Reps: We would like more transparency about where the fees 

go and how it's invested. It would be a good idea to have it on 

the website as well. 

Dean: The university is putting together a PowerPoint 

presentation explaining it all. We are trying to put it as 

part of the induction for the first year students as well. 

Dean to find out when it's ready 

and let the reps know where they 

can access it from. 

Equipment & 

Material

Purchasing 

Equipment and 

cost

Costume Design

Rep: We have to buy Bernina sewing machine products. It's 

compulsory, very expensive (around £100) and unfair. 

Average price for a foot is over £20 while the bobbing cost 

£22.50. This is unviable especially considering the London 

living cost. No explanation was given as to why we have to 

buy either.

Dean and  Head of Tech: This is the first time I have 

heard of this. I will look into why this is.  Head of Tech: 

If you give me all the list you have, I will work on it 

immediately.

Dean to speak to the course 

leader and find out why this is in 

place.                                                                 

Costume Design Reps to email H 

of T lists provided to them by the 

department.

Updates Dean

All

Theatre Design- 

Second year

Positives
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Theatre Design

Rep: We were only given 2 weeks to buy equipment and 

materials, but no instructions on what we needed. Many ended 

up buying the wrong things. Rep: I was not given any 

information at any stage. I was given a few links but no 

guidance whatsoever. I went and bought some as I come from 

abroad and now I have wasted material . More information as 

to where to look would have been good. Other reps were 

given lists at the interview stage.

Dean: All department needs to give the same 

information. It's not fair that one department informs 

student at the interview stage while the other only 

gives two weeks notice. All students should be 

notified at the interview stage. 

Dean to look in to this. 

Costume Design

Reps: There are some stuff available to borrow and yet we 

have to buy. We heard that this was because some went 

missing last year but it's not fair on us. Could you look at 

better loan system? 

Dean: I will look into it. Dean to talk to the course leader. 

Guillotine
Print & Time-

Based Media

Rep: There aren't enough guillotines. The one in the library is 

not big enough. 

Steve: I have made a note and I will see what can be 

done. 

Steve to assess the need of 

guillotine. 

Communicatio

n

Information and 

events
Theatre Design

Reps: Information about talks and events was not passed on 

to us. This seems happens a lot. For e.g.: a talk from the team 

of Star Wars a few weeks' ago. Opportunities like this are 

valuable and we are missing out. There is some information in 

Moodle but it's difficult to find. We need to dig it out and go 

through several channels. Reps: The information that is 

available are not passed down on time. It's usually a days' 

notice which is not ideal. 

Dean: Problem like this happens with being us being 

on a different site. It should be positive. We need to 

give some clear information about capacity. This is 

something I would like to work with the SU to improve. 

SU could potentially help to advertise it more. We 

need to sort out the mechanism.                                                     

Paul: There's an information screen in LCC which 

works effectively so may be we could look in to 

something similar. 

Dean to explore the options. 

Retail Hard Drive
Print & Time-

Based Media

Rep: The College used to lend out 2 hard drives last year and 

now they only lent out 1 as the other  was stolen. It might be a 

good idea to sell it on campus with student discount. Hard 

drives are very expensive. 

H of T: Personally I would get my own hard drive. We 

don't tend to lend out hard drives as it's too 

problematic and unstable. Dean: Selling electronics to 

students is generally problematic. We are not allowed 

to sell anything to student unless its through the retail 

team. It's up to the retail team and what's realistic. 

Dean to talk to the retail team. 

Access Opening Hours Painting

Reps: Access to studios outside of weekdays and term time 

would be beneficial. Third years get access but why not the 

other years?

Dean: I have update on that as the university has 

agreed to pilot the extended opening hours of the 

libraries from the spring term. It will be open on 

Saturdays from 10am till 4pm. It was agreed last 

week. Estates are looking for staff now as there will be 

sign up system for security reasons. The third years 

are the priority but the studio workshop will be for 

everyone. 

Access Holiday access Painting
Rep: Why can't first and second years have access in the 

holiday periods?

Dean: I have no problem with into in theory but it is 

dependant on everyone agreeing on it. Opening on 

Saturdays during the term time is a big step. 

Equipment & 

Material

Communication
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Workshops
Online tools and 

tutorials.
Costume Design

Reps: Workshops on the website would be good. There is not 

enough information available and we are often thrown in the 

deep end even with Workflow. 

Head of T: It would be a good idea to bring someone 

who looks in to digital learning but we will need to 

consider all the levels.                                                                                   

Dean: It would be good to have this embedded as part 

of the course. 

Dean and Steve to look in to the 

add on aspect of the course.  

Printing Printers
Print and Time-

Based Media

Rep: There are printers in the library only. It would be good to 

have printers in DMC and other areas of the college. 

Head of T: DMC is not set up for all printing as it's for 

editing and software development. Dean: We are 

having a complete review of printing in general. 

Students will have improved access like Chelsea does 

as we have new printers coming in about 4 weeks' 

time which will be networked to all computers. SU: We 

need to make sure it's fairly distributed. All IT 

equipment's are replaced very 5 years. 

 

Dean and SU 

CCW Officer

Dean: We want to do exciting things even if we don't have a 

bar. I want to provide opportunities. For example: we could 

have pop up bars, show live Oscar ceremonies etc. We need 

injection of ideas. 

Reps: If we have any ideas, we will definitely come to 

you. We can spread the word. 

Reps: We don't use the theatre creatively. Could we do that?

Dean: We haven't used the theatre in an inventive 

way in the past. Our Enterprise manager is working on 

it. She is looking for companies who would like to use 

it for rehearsals in a condition that the students can 

observe. The only problem we have is that we don't 

have changing rooms. I want to convert  a room 

nearby which is empty. 

Alumni talks and 

visits
Theatre Design

Reps: Having a former student talk about their transition would 

be good especially something more than technical. This could 

be a great idea for a social event. 

Dean: We did that with Performance last year which 

was successful and positive. We should be doing 

more of that. 

Dean to look into more Alumni 

visits/talks.

Sustainability Waste Dean and Rob

Dean: We have a sustainable building so we should be more 

sustainable than we are. We spent over £6000 discarding left 

over work. What can we do to prevent this?

Reps: How about a recycling workshop where  we 

cold get scrap metal/fabric?  Also  perhaps a reuse 

store which students have access to. You could 

employ someone specifically from Wimbledon.  

Dean to explore all these ideas. 

Sustainability Lockers

Reps: What about people leaving stuff in lockers and never 

collecting it? SU: Students are only given 1 days' notice to 

clear things which is not enough. 

Dean: I agree and it needs to be investigated.
Dean to look at the notification 

period. 

Vegan Options

Reps: There is lack of variety and not enough vegan option. 

They are not well stocked during lunch time either. They are 

also very expensive. 

Dean: I understand that. Particularly, the diversity of 

food options needs to be evaluated. 

Hygiene 

Reps: It's not hygienic as the staff use gloves while serving 

food and tills at the same time. They also overfill the plates 

most of the time. 

Dean: They shouldn't be doing it. There is clearly an 

issue that needs to be looked at. 

Social events

Canteen

Ideas and 

Suggestions

Reps to get in touch/email the 

Dean and SU Officer with ideas 

for social events and activities. 

Dean to talk to Retail and 

Catering.
Costume Design


